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Before you Read 
 
 
    One of the main things people ask is why should I play 3s instead of 5s. In my opinion, 
3s is a very explosive game mode where every decision you make has a large impact on 
the game and making mistakes is very punishing and helps you learn very quickly.  
 
    3v3 is an incredibly fun game mode that a lot of people never really give a chance and 
most people who never even play 3s just bash on it, or complain that Riot doesn’t care 
about it and gives it no love. Which is true, Riot doesn’t give 3s the love I feel it deserves 
but if people don’t play it then it is going to stay that way. Even with its minor flaws, it is 
an incredibly exciting game mode where you can learn a lot that will carry over and help 
you in 5v5 as well by teaching you how to make more calculated decisions and play as a 
team. 
 
    The main reason for creating this guide is because when I started out in 3s there were 
never any good resources to learn and you had to do things blind and just learn based on 
what other people did. Which is an okay way to learn but is nowhere near as effective as 
going in knowing how the game works and things to focus on. I want to help the 3v3 
community grow and help everyone improve and give everyone an opportunity to 
experience this fantastic game mode. 
     
    One thing to keep in mind before jumping into 3v3s, they are not 5v5s. Being good on 
Summoner’s Rift does not mean you will be good on Twisted Treeline, even teams of all 
high challenger solo-q players get beat pretty badly by teams in 3s (personal experience) 
But that shouldn’t discourage you early on because over time you will be able to learn the 
map and having superior mechanics will make you do very well. 
 
 

Jungle Meta 
 

Standard jungle meta consists of an AD Bruiser top lane, tanky crowd-control 
focused Jungler, and a control oriented low-econ AP Mage bottom lane.  
 

Typical bruisers consist of Darius, Olaf, and Renekton. 
Typical junglers consist of Poppy, Nautilus, and Maokai. 
Typical mages consist of Anivia, Brand, and Morgana. 

 
The strength of jungle meta is the fact that you will have someone who can focus on 
clearing jungle camps and applying gank pressure while allowing your two laners to get 
solo exp and develop a level advantage if the enemy team is running Support Meta. The 
jungler’s main job is reading the enemy team’s positions and ganking/counter-
ganking/invading appropriately to be able to punish them and develop incremental leads 
for your team.  
 
Jungle meta’s strongest point is midgame, making the main goal of your team to farm out 
early game, making safe picks, and developing a strong lead so when you reach mid 
game you can capitalize on your team’s strength and try to force for the win. 



 
Support Meta 

 
Standard support meta consists of an AD Marksman top lane, tanky crowd 

control focused Support top lane, and a pressure oriented AP Mage bottom lane.  
 

Typical marksmen consist of Lucian, Graves, and Kalista 
Typical supports consist of Nautilus, Braum, and Poppy. 
Typical mages consist of Anivia, Brand, and Morgana. 

 
The strength of support meta lies in the fact that you have a late game scaling range carry 
and a tanky crowd control based support to peel for them. By not having a jungler you 
allow your bot lane to take smite and clear jungle camps in between waves and develop a 
massive exp lead over the enemy bot laner. This meta is designed around having two 
incredibly powerful carry based players with a support to peel for them in fights. 
 
Support meta’s strongest points are early game and late game, because you have two 
people top you will be able to bully out most solo laners and shut them down relatively 
hard forcing the jungler to help them and not farm their own jungle. Marksman champs 
scale very well into late game with their ability to easily shred tanks making them very 
strong if they get to that point. 
 

Jungle Meta vs. Jungle Meta 
 

In J v J the main focus is on your jungler to apply pressure throughout the map 
with gank pressure and making smart invades and trying to deny the enemy jungler. If 
your laners can go even for the first few minutes your jungler can just read the enemy 
jungler’s position based on the point in the game and their champion and map out 
ganks/counter ganks to develop leads. Because both teams are running jungle meta mid 
game is very crucial because both teams will be at their strongest so whichever team can 
reach their mid game spikes will have a huge advantage. You want to play off of the 
enemy team’s mistakes and focus on making picks on bad rotations or finding a good 
engage to force a 3 on 3 fight that can win you the game. If you know picking off a single 
person in a 3 on 3 won't let you develop any sort of map pressure or push your team 
forward to end the game it is more often than not more valuable to just stall the game and 
farm up or try to sneak a Vilemaw until you have a position where you can safely end the 
game. One thing that a team who is only slightly behind may do is force you into a “stall” 
game meaning they will ignore the entire mid game portion just by sitting in base and 
eating exp and gold as waves go to the inhibs until both teams reach late game and go for 
a single catch and try to end with a 2v3 where the death timers are ~50 seconds+. 
 

Jungle Meta vs Support Meta 
 
    In J v S the main focus is having your top laner just try and survive off keeping in exp 
range while your jungler tries to rush down his jungle and gank bot over and over as it 
will take much longer for the top lane to respond compared to if they had a jungler of 
their own. Even if you do not kill the enemy bot laner if you can force summoners or 



force a recall you are able to roam up with your AP and try and 3v2, however the enemy 
team will have a support so their odds of turning a kill on you is very low making you 
much stronger. By this point you can deny them 1-2 waves of farm, take their whole 
jungle, and take alter. After this you are able to reset to standard, everyone just farms up 
and repeat the process until you have your 2-3 item power spikes and are roughly level 
11, this is where you will be much stronger than the enemy team if everything went well 
and you should have very little trouble closing the game. However if you make silly 
mistakes in the early portion of the game you will quickly get out tempo’d and outscaled 
with very little room to recover. One of the negative aspects of being the jungle team in 
this matchup is that you most likely won't be able to stall because the support meta team 
will scale much better into late-game than your team will. However vs. teams that you 
know are worse than you, sometimes you can get away with stalling and just going all in 
for the ADC and try to win the game purely off the enemy's misposition or lack of proper 
peel. 

Support Meta vs Jungle Meta 
 
    In S v J the main focus should be on your top lane being able to deny exp from the 
enemy top laner while trying to shove in and force down the tower as soon as possible. 
Before the first waves hit top lane you want your top lane to take 2 camps before going 
top lane so you are both level 2 before the solo laner can even reach it to be able to deny 
more effectively. If you know you won’t be able to get meaningful damage on the tower 
you are better off just shoving the wave in and clearing your jungle until to develop an 
exp lead and just wait until you hit your sanguine spike so you can take the tower with 
ease. After taking the first tower top your next goal will be to develop control of the 
enemy altar and bot tier 1 tower. And you slowly want to take towers and objectives until 
you have both tier 2’s and then force the enemy team to be locked in their base while you 
bottleneck them until you have a big enough lead to just force the win. If you are 
struggling with sieging you can normally just pick up a Vilemaw and the enemy team 
will have a really hard time defending vs a marksman and Vile’d cannon minions. If you 
fall behind early or are struggling in midgame you can just turtle for as long as necessary 
until you have enough gold and exp to match the enemy team.  
 

Support Meta vs Support Meta 
 
    In S v S you are going to want to focus on out farming the enemy top lane and 
maximizing your efficiency when it comes to taking your jungle. By simply having better 
timing on when you go to take your camps you will sometimes be able to force your 
enemy top lane to not be able to leave and clear their own until your camps respawn 
leaving you a full camp ahead of them. The goal for your AP is to simply stay even and 
farm while preventing the enemy laner from being able to rotate top. The team that 
reaches the sanguine spike first will normally get enough pressure to carry them all the 
way into midgame. Being able to hit your item spikes first is very important in S v S 
because all of the marksmen items are very strong and will give you an immense 
advantage in skirmishing. Sieging in S v S is a bit tricky because both teams have very 
good clear and a lot of the time even with a Vilemaw buff if the enemy team is smart 
about their waveclear they will be able to clear the waves before you can get meaningful 
damage to their inhibitor towers and will force you into a stall game where they will 



essentially drag the game to around 50 minutes where all 3 players will be level 18  6 
items and just try to mechanically outplay you and win the game, this makes winning 
early and midgame a lot less meaningful. Although that scenario doesnt hAPpen often in 
lower ELO, very good teams will be able to stall games even from immense deficits. 
 

Pick / Ban Phase 
 
    Pick/Ban phase is arguably the most important part of the entire game. In almost, 
roughly 70%, every scenario the game is decided by the end of champion select meaning 
that getting this part right will make games much easier and increase your winrate 
immensely.  
 

There are a number of priority picks in 3s, which you want to focus on during 
your draft. If you are on red side you are pretty much forced on banning Anivia and 
Poppy, and then you get a flex ban for your last ban (meaning its up to what you just 
don’t want to play against). If you are on blue side you already have a major advantage as 
you will get first grabs at any god tier champ you would like that slips through ban phase, 
if you notice that the enemy team isn’t banning Anivia or Poppy, you want to ban out one 
of them and try to snag the other as they are two incredibly strong AP champs that don’t 
require you to be very good or do very well and still be incredibly strong and have a 
major impact on the game. On blue side you actually have a lot more flex bans than red 
side does as you can save your last ban to try and let a Anivia or Poppy come through 
letting you use the first two bans on champs like Olaf/ Dr. Mundo/ Tahm Kench/ Graves/ 
Nautilus etc.  
 

Once ban phase is all said and done you want to take a look at what strong 
champs are left open and mold your team comp in a way that will be most efficient 
against the enemy teams comp. For example if blue team first picks Lucian, you can 
assume there will be a Braum pick in their second rotation so on red side you can take 
away Braum and then run an ADC like Tristana as now blue team is forced into picking 
Maokai or nautilus because of the champs you picked. As you play more games of 3s you 
will be able to read champion select a lot better and will know exactly what teams will 
pick long before they will choose it so you can preemptively counter pick and build a 
team comp that would make the enemy team switch to a weaker team comp on the fly 
increasing your odds of winning. 

One thing to keep in mind in pick phase is noticing what type of team comp the 
enemy team is going for, if they have a strong siege comp, you stack waveclear. If they 
pick poke, you pick all-in. etc. You never really want to have the comp you are going to 
play predetermined while going into champion select. By adapting your comp based on 
the nature of your pick/ban phase you will have much easier games overall and won’t 
need to try nearly as hard and you will win significantly more games overall. 
 
 

     



Creating The Ideal Team Composition 
 

The first thing that you absolutely must realize going into draft phase is 
YOU ARE NOT ALL THE CARRY, DON’T TRY TO BE 
“I am the carry!” ~ Gunter (Self-Proclaimed Best AP 3v3) 

 
One of the main issues I see lower ELO teams making is that they don’t try and 

build a comp around having one/two people playing carry based champions and then 
having the remaining people playing champions that can enable your carry or carries to 
do well, rather than having 3 champions that all require a lot of gold to be relevant where 
you will all be fighting for your item spikes and will end up being much less effective 
overall. 
 
When drafting your team comp there are a few core ideas to keep in mind. 

• How well do our champions matchup against the enemy champions 
• Do we have good waveclear to mitigate early game pressure and Survive from 

behind 
• How well can our team siege towers? 
• What point in this game do we have to win by before being out-scaled 
• How important is winning early/mid-game 

 
These are just a few, but you get the idea. You typically do not want to stack your 

team-comp in a way that maximizes just one of those ideas. You want to a comp that 
prioritizes on one but includes as many as possible. By setting your team up in this 
fashion your game becomes much more dynamic and it opens up a lot more options to 
your playstyle as well as opening up more methods for you to win the game rather than 
being stuck in a “All-in or lose”, “Poke hard before hand or lose”, “Make a catch or 
lose”. You get the idea. 
 

Personally, when I am drafting a team comp we make sure our team has a more 
than sufficient amount of waveclear to prevent being shoved in early and to be able to 
stall until late-game if it comes down to us really doing badly in the early game. In 
addition to having good waveclear we also like to incorporate enough crowd control to 
safely make picks off bad rotations by the enemy team. We round the team off by being 
sure we are more than well equipped to siege towers and Apply zoning pressure while 
sieging so we are able to safely back out after the siege is complete. 
 

Lastly, you want to make sure your team is durable in some respect, you don’t 
want to be too tanky, but you also don’t want to be too squishy. You need to find a 
healthy balance round off your team, just enough so your team stays relevant throughout 
the game rather than falling off hard or not being strong enough until it is already too late. 

 
 
 
 
 

 



Timers 
 
Jungle 

• Jungle camps spawn at 1:35 
• Jungle camps respawn 1:15 after the camp has been killed 
• Vilemaw spawns at 10:00 
• Vilemaw has a respawn timer of 6:00 
• Vilemaw buff lasts 3:00, if you miss the timer of when they killed it you can just 

add 3 minutes to when it ends 
• Jungle smite buffs last for 1:30 
• Health relic spawns at 2:45 
• Health relic respawns 1:30 after taken, worth timing in chat with “h” 
• Average clear time for most junglers is 2:30 

 
Summoners 

• Flash      5:00  -  4:15 with mastery 
• Heal        4:00  -  3:24 with mastery 
• Exhaust  3:30  -  2:59 with mastery 
• Ignite      3:30  -  2:59 with mastery 
• Smite      1:15  -  1:04 with mastery 
• Cleanse   3:30  -  2:59 with mastery 
• Barrier    3:30  -  2:59 with mastery 

 
Altar 

• Altars unlock at 3:00, same time as health relic 
• Altar locks for 1:30 when captured 
• It takes 0:08 to capture an altar, same as recall timer 

 
General 

• Inhibitor respawns 5:00 after being destroyed 
• Minion waves spawn every 0:30 
• Cannon minions spawn every 3rd wave 
• Minions meet: 1:37  
• Surrender time: 15:00  
•  

Early Game 
 

ADC/Support 
•  
• First 1:30 of the game setup to provide jungle vision incase of early invade 
• When camps spawn you want to take 1-2 before going to lane.  

• If you know you can only get 1 camp, give full exp to ADC 
• Pressure the enemy top laner to miss as much farm/exp as possible early 
• Farm until sanguine blade/Face of Mountain power-spike then start sieging 

 

 



Solo Top  
 

• First 1:30 of the game setup to provide jungle vision incase of early invade 
• You want to safely farm top until you reach your 1st or 2nd item power spike 
• If the enemy top mis-positions coordinate a gank with your jungler 

 

Jungle  
 

• First 1:30 of the game setup to provide jungle vision incase of early invade 
• Clear the first 3 jungle camps as fast as possible to get level 3 and invade/gank 
• You want to be ready to take the altar and 2nd clear as soon as they spawn at 3:00 
• Once you reach your jungle upgrade spike you want to begin forcing plays 
• Farm anytime you cannot make an opening to Apply pressure 

 

AP 
 

• First 1:30 of the game setup to provide jungle vision incase of early invade 
• If you are a smite bot laner in support meta take wolves using smite for lvl 2 
• If you are a smite bot, clear jungle any time there is an opening in between waves 
• Farm bot until you reach your 1st power spike item while denying enemy roams 
• Roam up any time your enemy laner let you over push the wave and gank top 
• If you cant make a gank top happen, you can take a jungle camp to gain exp lead 

 

Mid Game 
 

ADC/Support 
• Have very strong sieging pressure, focus on taking objectives rather than kills 
• Not as strong vs jungle meta but relatively easy to play back and wait til late game 
• If you hit this spike before enemy ADC lane, pressure them as hard as possible 
• Don’t put yourself in a position where you can lose, farming will win the game 
• Support should stick very close to ADC because double shield + peel 

 
Solo Top  

• Most Effective part of game, Play aggressive shut down enemy team 
• Can win most 1v1 and do well in 1v2 scenarios  
• Support meta team will try to avoid fighting you, take advantage 
• Try to force a Vilemaw and Siege for win 

 
Jungle 

• Very strong at this point, If you can force picks, you can win at this point 
• Enemy team will have a really hard time killing you 
• Read the enemies positions to make sure your laners are safe 
• Support meta should be terrified of you if you got here first, Pressure hard 
• You can 1v1 ADC, take advantage of that and shut them down 

 



AP 
• Lots of damage, very squishy 
• If you make a pick on enemy AP or ADC you can erase them easily 
• Positioning here can win/lose you the entire game, play smart 
• If you are a smite AP, should be up at least 3-4 levels. USE YOUR LEAD 
• Smite AP should be able to erase any squishy target in 1 combo, no question 
• If behind, just focus on wave clearing and stalling until late-game  
• Don’t be greedy if there is a chance you can lose, it’s not worth it. 

 
End Game 

 
ADC/Support 

• Incredibly Strong, Huge Damage, Very Squishy 
• Support should put all of focus on peeling for the ADC 
• You do not need to preemptively force anything, you should take it slow and 

choose your fights wisely. 
• The enemy team will make a mistake. Wait for it. 

 
Solo Top  

• Not quite as strong as midgame, very tanky 
• Pretty much just butting heads with enemy team if they are jungle meta 
• Very hard time dealing with ADC at this point 
• Want to focus on trying to take down the AP player over other targets 
• It’s all about finding the right engage, wait for the enemy to mess up. 

 
Jungle 

• You are your team’s primary engage, wait for an opening. Don’t rush it. 
• Even if you feel like you are losing, Play like you are winning. If you show the 

enemy team that you believe you can beat them, they will play back until you 
actually stabilize. 

• You have missed the point of where you can make 1v1 duels, but you just want to 
be as disruptive as possible so your carries have a chance to get their damage out. 

• Don’t try to steal Vilemaw if you can just defend, if you die. You lose. 
 

AP 
• Not nearly as relevant late game, Still very squishy 
• The only way to get meaningful damage, is throwing everything whenever avail. 
• If you are vsing support meta, you can still 1 shot the ADC, do it.  
• Vs jungle meta you want to try to thin out their health bars before they can all in 
• You still do a lot of damage. The enemy team will respect it. Take advantage 
• Watch your position, you can easily lose off a single mistake on your part 
• DON’T BE A HERO, win with your team. Don’t try to prove anything. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Developing / Increasing Leads 
 
    Leads don’t have to be gold based leads, any type of lead helps immensely when it 
comes to winning and focusing on getting lots of small leads will be a lot more effective 
than putting all of your eggs in one basket and going for one big lead. 
 
    Now first, what types of leads are there: 

• Exp Lead 
• CS lead 
• General Team Gold lead 
• Jungle Pressure 
• Vilemaw/gank pressure 
• Positioning 

 
Most of the time when gaining one lead, you gain one or two others at the same 

time. For example by getting jungle pressure you can scare the other team back giving 
you a net lead in positioning as they will need to play differently not knowing where you 
are which gives you the ability to steal jungle camps and gain an exp advantage. 
 

You want to make all of your movement with conscience and purpose. If you do 
not know why you are making actions and do not have a direct goal. You need to take the 
extra time to think it out before hand. After enough practice and playing this will become 
muscle memory and you will have enough background through the current game and 
previous games you have to make the right decision with just a few moments. Mastering 
this key skill of developing your decision making and being conscious of the purpose and 
goals of your decisions will give you a greater understanding of the game and increase 
your performance overall.  
 

Faking a lead is a strategy that will help you immensely. For most teams even if 
they have a lead you can see in their playstyle that they are afraid to throw it and know 
there is the possibility of getting outplayed and losing their lead. However, if you play 
like you are ahead, even though you know you are not. It will force a lot of teams to play 
in a new way and rethink their strategy trying to see how they will lose the fight/game. 
Just showing the other team you aren’t afraid of them will put them on edge and give you 
a lead in terms of mindset.  
 

By developing good synergy with your team and having strong communication 
you should be able to move with your team as a single unit where everyone plays their 
own role Applying pressure on the map and controlling how the enemy team has to play, 
you never want to be reacting to the enemy team. If you are not dictating the pace of the 
game, you made a mistake at some point and need and need to focus on only getting safe 
leads in order to catch up. 

 
Playing from Behind 

     
    Being able to play from behind is a crucial skill that your team needs to master if they 
want to move up in the ranks. Even if you are the better team in a game, sometimes you 



get cheesed or someone lags out in a fight and you need to be able to recover or you just 
lose the game. Once you master this, you will notice a lot of games you would have 
previously considered hopeless and lost are now easy victories. 
 
    Your draft phase is the first point where you can set yourself up for success. By having 
champions that don’t necessarily need a lot of resources to be able to clear minion waves 
or can simply do it very efficiently it will give you a sense of security knowing that if you 
fall behind you have the ability to turtle until you have equalized. If you have fallen 
behind, the choices you make impact the game much more than they do when you are 
ahead. Your goal is to catch up and keep up in exp and gold to the best of your ability 
while stalling your enemies so they can’t snowball their lead. 
 
    Ways you can catch up while behind are clearing your jungle camps whenever they 
respawn (1:15 respawn timer) and safely farming minon waves. You never want to go for 
something that you aren’t certain is safe enough to secure, it is better to play slow and 
secure the win than to try and play quickly and throw it all away. If you feel you have 
equalized the gold and are fairly confident in your team you can try and pressure the 
enemies and reestablish a lead for yourself. However if you were at a very large deficit 
you really just want to wait for the enemies to get impatient. No matter how good they 
are, they have to put themselves in a dangerous position to try and close the game. This is 
where you punish them and turn the game around. 
 
    Early on if the lead the enemy team has on you isn’t too large you can turn very small 
advantages into many advantages. For example if you know you are behind and you just 
caught an enemy, whether you killed them or just forced them to back, you can use this 
chance to steal jungle camps or even steal an altar before resetting the map and clearing 
your own jungle. Sieging towers most of the time is not worth it when behind because 
taking an altar and a jungle camp or two will give you as much gold and more pressure 
while preventing the enemy lead to snowball because you have taken away resources 
from them. 
 
The main thing to remember is. “EVERY GAME IS WINNABLE,” a lot of people will 
say otherwise but if you made all the correct moves and drafted properly, even the 
hardest looking games are winnable. It all depends on how smart you play. In most cases, 
the smarter team will have more success than the team that is more mechanically skilled. 
 

Sieging 
 
    Sieging is an incredibly hard thing to do in 3s as it is almost purely dictated by the 
enemy team and whether or not they allow you to siege against them. A team that has 
built their team comp properly will a lot of the time be able to defend sieges quite easily 
even if they are incredibly far behind. The turrets in each teams base are incredibly strong 
and trying to force them down while dealing with 2-3 people clearing waves and poking 
you back is incredibly difficult and frustrating. 
 
    There are a few things to note while sieging. When it comes to outer towers most 
teams will let them go without a fight if you have a lead on them so you want to take 



advantage of that to get your team some gold income. However most teams will fight 
very hard to not let inhibitor towers go, in addition, inhibitor towers do a lot of damage 
and are quite tanky when compared to the tier 1 and tier 2 towers making sieging them 
incredibly difficult when your team will normally only get about 100-200 damage a wave 
(sometimes even less) against teams that are very good at playing from behind. 
 
    Vilemaw is incredibly helpful when it comes to sieging the enemy base. Cannon 
minions with the Vilemaw buff are incredibly strong and will force the team that is 
behind to invest a lot of their resources solely into taking down the cannon minion. By 
Applying significant pressure and forcing them off of the cannon minions you force them 
into choosing taking upwards of 800 damage just from that minion constantly shooting 
from a distance or playing aggressive and forcing your team away so they can kill it. 
Some team comps have built in methods for taking down Vile’d cannon minions making 
sieging even more troublesome, but cannon waves still Apply enough pressure to get 
meaningful damage out on the tower. 
 
    Inhibitors are tricky. You only want to take the inhibitors if you know they will either 
struggle killing super minions or you know you can end the game very soon. If you know 
they can easily hold against super minions while under the nexus tower don’t bother 
killing the inhibitor because your super minion waves are now going to kill the enemy 
waves faster denying your own team of exp while you are funneling extra gold and exp 
into the team that you had a lead on. Teams will take advantage of this and give up their 
inhibitors sometimes as a method to equalize and come back into the game. 
 
    One thing you need to learn about sieging is that patience is the only way you are 
going to win. You need to balance Applying pressure and just taking it slow. If you try 
and end the game too quickly you will throw your lead and lose the game. If you know 
you are very far ahead, a slow siege will be more than enough to win you the game. 
 

Bottlenecking 
 
    When you have developed a sizeable lead on the enemy team you can greatly increase 
your lead by employing a strategy called “bottlenecking”. 
 
    Bottlenecking is where once you have taken all of the enemies tier 1 and tier 2 towers 
you force them into their base by making them want to turtle in order to catch up. 
However because of your positional advantage you can freeze both your waves around 
where the tier 2 towers would normally be and use your lead to pressure them to not want 
to come and farm it while your team farms two whole jungles as well as the minion 
waves. 
 
    By doing this you drastically cut the enemy team’s gold and exp income while 
increasing your own by a very large amount. This gives you full control of Vilemaw and 
altars. Simply by not giving vision of anyone on your team while you farm jungle, most 
teams won’t even go for the farm just slightly outside their base because of the fear of 
getting cheesed and losing the game. 
 



    While bottlenecking you also want to chip down the enemies inhibitor towers 
whenever you get the chance to, while leaving the inhibitors up. Once you have 
developed a large enough lead you want to take Vilemaw and siege both top and bot 
inhibitors. With the lead you have gained you should be able to kill them easily with 
Vile’d cannon minions and put an all out siege on the nexus turret. 
 
    Most teams will have an absolute nightmare trying to defend against a siege like this. 
Not only are they behind in gold and exp. Trying to take down cannon minions on either 
side of their nexus turret, sometimes teams can manage 2 cannon minions in each set 
sieging which means that the enemy team will have next to no chance of defending 
against 3 fed enemies, 2-4 Vile’d cannon minions as well as the super minions that are 
soon to be coming into their base. 
 
    As long as you are patient and don’t try to pull the trigger to early this strategy will win 
you the game almost every time. This only becomes necessary against teams with very 
strong wave clear that would normally be able to survive sieges from teams with large 
leads. You starve them of resources and then make them try to defend against a seemly 
unstoppable force. Clearing Vile’d cannon waves are tricky enough when you are even 
with the enemy team. But when they are on both sides and you are far behind trying to 
deal with the champions too. It puts a lot of teams on edge where they will make lots of 
mistakes and just lose the game straight out. 
 

Turtling 
 
    Turtling is your saving grace strategy when you are behind. The turrets within your 
base are all incredibly strong and really easy to defend even when far behind. Having a 
large amount of built in wave clear is key to successful turtling. The enemy team will not 
fight you under the towers, that is how they lose. Your two main goals when turtling is to 
get as much gold and exp as possible as well as preventing the most amount of damage to 
your towers. 
 
    Most teams will try and siege your towers as 3. It is actually the easiest to defend this 
type of siege because you don’t have to worry about your other lane nearly as much 
allowing you to invest more resources in defending the siege. The main goal is to clear 
waves, you do not want to fight the enemy team if you can avoid it, if you can damage 
them while clearing waves that would be optimal but you want to make sure you don’t 
take damage because if they see you as a killable target they will force a fight and end the 
game. 
 
    You want to turtle as a last ditch effort if you realise the game is quickly spiraling out 
of control and the enemy team has increased the tempo too much. Turtling will slow the 
game down and give you time to stall and catch up. When turtling you do not want to 
leave your base unless you are 100% certain you will not lose something. Going for your 
wraiths is the only reason to ever leave base, and you only do this if you can secure it. 
Altars are not worth the risk and going for golems can get you cheesed.  
 



    Patience is your best friend, just like in every other strategy. If you try to speed up the 
tempo you can lose control and just lose the game from silly mistakes. Controlling the 
pace of the game is your best option, If you know they can’t siege you with the lead they 
have they probably won’t be able to siege you at any point unless you make a mistake. 
Even when you believe you have equalized and can win a fight it is better to keep the 
game stalled and wait until you are absolutely sure you can win the game off the fight. 
You can simply allow the enemy team to think you are still weaker and when they try to 
siege a tower you fight them under your tower and if you manage to kill at least 2 of them 
it is normally enough to just walk to the enemy base and win the game within the death 
timer. 
 
    Don’t mistake the enemy team easing pressure off of you as a sign that you have 
caught up and they are afraid of you. Use that as a sign that they are preparing to try and 
win the game by trying to force you into doing something risky such as checking 
Vilemaw, or regaining your altar, or even trying to fight them. In any case just remember, 
the game will last as long as you want it to as long as you are willing to take that time, 
sometimes it is not worth spending an extra 30 minutes for the chance of winning if you 
aren’t absolutely sure you can win. A 15 minute loss is the same as a 45 minute loss. 
 

Lane Swapping and Rotations 
 
    One of the main issues that lower ELO teams run into when it comes to lane swapping 
is that they either don’t swap at all when they really should or they swap too many times 
(such as when the enemy team counter swaps) Lane swapping is something that you only 
want to do if it will help you Apply more pressure overall and help push your team ahead. 
Sometimes even if you are in the less favorable lane matchup you want to stay in your 
lane and not swap until you have an opening to make the swap without losing pressure. 
 
    Good times to make a lane swap happen is immediately after a tower falls or you steal 
an altar, this is because the enemies will be essentially blind until you show yourselves 
again meaning you can play around their bad rotation and just swing to the other side of 
the map and take a tower or steal jungle or whatever it may be. 
 
    You always want to Apply pressure that is on the opposite side of where your 
opponents are. Forcing them to make bad rotations over and over is the easiest way to 
make the game spiral out of control in your favor. An example of this is your whole team 
shows bot and clears a wave, now the enemy team will go bot because they believe you 
are trying to do a 3 man siege. However you and your team have no rotated top and they 
are bot and you take a tower. Suddenly they are rotating top and you swing around back 
to bottom while clearing their jungle, and next thing you know you are up 2 towers and 3 
jungle camps without ever coming in contact with the enemy team. 
 
    A good way to counter a team that tries to put you on a wild goose chase is by sending 
one person with strong ranged waveclear to try to alleviate the pressure in one lane while 
your remaining two counter push a lane. This will cause the enemy team to stop their 
rotations and have to come and try and stop you. You can have your person who was not 
with you originally follow them and now you have them in an awkward situation where 



they are sandwiched by your team and either need to go all-in and potentially throw the 
game or just back off all together. 
 
    In the early portions of the game if there is a fight that you know you will make it to 
before your laner, always go for it. Having a 3v2 for even as short as just 2-3 seconds can 
make all the difference and swing the tempo of the game in your favor. If you know your 
enemy laner will get there before you, you can follow and hope your team survives or 
you can call to your team to back out and you hard push your wave and hopefully deny a 
wave of exp/gold from your laner. It is all circumstantial and in most cases you want to 
go help your team to hopefully prevent something going wrong and your teammates 
dieing and losing you all map pressure. 
 

Altar Control 
 
    Controlling the altars is very important when it comes to staying relevant and having 
map pressure in 3s. Having 1 altar gives everyone on your team a 10% movement speed 
buff and controlling 2 Altars gives you a 1% Health+Mana Regen on killing a unit. 
Something that some people don’t always realize is that having both altars gives the 
enemy team and effective 10% slow to their movement speed because you have taken 
away their 10% buff that they normally have for controlling one altar. 
 
    If you have control of both altars you want to take advantage of the fact that the enemy 
team will try and get it back. It takes 8 seconds for them to retake the altar meaning that 
you have about 6 seconds to setup to stop them and in a lot of cases if you are sneaky 
enough you can defend the altar and pick up a kill or two. Which in addition will allow 
you to steal their whole jungle if it has spawned and maybe even take a tier 1 tower if you 
haven’t taken it already.  
 
    Sometimes it is better to just let the enemy take their altar back rather than trying to 
defend it. Such as if your bot laner is 50% hp and the enemy bot laner is 100% hp it is 
probably not a good idea to fight for it because not only will their bot get their first and 
make it a 2v3 if your bot laner comes to help they will mostly just turn onto him and 1 
shot him and probably even take your altar too in the process. If you are even not 
confident in your ability to hold the altar on the enemy side of the map you should 
probably give it up. It isn't worth dying over. 
 
    When it comes to the altar on your side of the map in almost every scenario you want 
to defend it because you should have the positional advantage and you have a lot more 
ways to get in and get out to make sure everything goes smoothly. It is important not to 
let the enemy team take your altar over and over because every time they take it they gain 
+240g as a team, which really does add up over the course of the game. 
 
    On the topic of altar gold, each player gains +80g when you or a teammate takes an 
altar. When you are behind just being able to take an altar here and there really helps 
catch up to the enemy team. The converse is true as well however, if you have a lead, 
gaining +80g per person every time can help you snowball your lead when you are also 



getting ~+300g every time you steal a full set of enemy jungle camps giving you an 
overall lead of +540g just for having map control. 
 
    You do not want to chase a team if they have double altars on you and you are about 
even with them. They will be able to kite you with the 10% move speed and can heal off 
waves while kiting with lifesteal / 1% hp/mana / etc. making it only worth chasing if you 
are absolutely sure you can get something out of it. 
 

Vilemaw 
 
    Vilemaw can be an incredibly helpful tool when it comes to sieging towers and Apply 
pressure to the enemy team. However going for Vilemaw is something that should only 
be done under two circumstances. You absolutely need to in order to prevent yourself 
from losing, or it is 100% safe and you need it to win. You take a lot of damage while 
taking it and if the enemy team steals it and aces you on the back end of it, you will lose. 
Even if you have an astronomical lead. 
 
    In case you aren’t familiar, killing Vilemaw grants each living person on your team the 
“Crest of Crushing Wrath” buff for 180 seconds or until death (whichever comes first) 
This buff removes unit collision from your champions and gives nearby minions a ghost 
buff. This ghost buff causes enemy minions to get feared on first contact. The minions 
also gain buffs as follows: 

• Melee Minions: +20 armor and magic resist, +20% attack speed, +15 AD, +75 
range 

• Caster Minions: +10 armor and magic resist, +10% attack speed, + 10 AD, +100 
range 

• Cannon Minions: +30 armor and magic resist, +10% attack speed, + 50 AD, +750 
range 

• Super Minions: +10 armor and magic resist, +10% attack speed, + 10 AD 
 
    The main benefit of having the buff is the buff to cannon minions, the +750 range 
allows the cannon minions to attack well outside of tower range meaning that if your 
team just defends the cannon minions during sieges they will eventually chip down the 
tower they need. If you are against a team with a lot of AP based wave clear you can have 
your jungler/support (whichever you have) choose to build banner of command instead of 
locket. Banner of command makes the minions immune to magic damage making them 
incredibly strong (sometimes broken) and forcing the enemies into an incredibly hard 
position. 
 
    The overall best method for using Vilemaw is by having a 2-1 split (normally your AP 
is the 1) forcing the enemy team to have to split up to defend against cannon minions 
creating a lot of pressure where in most cases you can indefinitely open up the enemy 
base and make inhibitors a realistic option to help you close out the game. 
     
    One thing to remember, if you are losing and the enemy is going to go take Vilemaw 
you have a few choices. If you have the waveclear to survive the Vilemaw siege, let it go 
unless you think you absolutely need to stop it. If you have no way to defend from the 



Vilemaw siege then you need to play smart and try and steal it and kill them for it and 
flip the game on them. But overall in most cases you only need to survive about 2-3 
cannon waves on each side from Vilemaw, which most teams should be able to deal with 
making giving up Vilemaw not a bad option if you need to turtle. Don’t lose the game 
over Vilemaw, it’s not worth it. 
 

Jungle Pressure 
 
    Jungle pressure is absolutely necessary throughout the game if you want to have a 
fighting chance to win the game. By controlling the jungle and having map pressure 
overall you control the pace of the game and force the enemy team into a reactive 
playstyle. Gaining jungle pressure is sometimes as easy as just showing the enemy bot 
laner you are on their side of the map and making them play more cautious or try and 
come for you as a result. 
 
    You need to be smart about how you Apply jungle pressure, pressuring very hard on 
the enemy team will get you collapsed on and killed a lot of the time so you want to be 
careful and just keep the enemies guessing and never knowing exactly what is happening. 
Anytime your own jungle is cleared (mostly) you have the opportunity to pressure the 
enemy side of the map, whether you are jungle meta or support meta the principle stays 
the same. 
 
    You always want to have your own jungle cleared. Timing the first camp of your 
rotation is really good as you will be able to time when to go back and re-clear in order to 
prevent the enemy team to be able to invade you or steal camps after getting a kill or two. 
Utilizing your trinket is incredibly vital to jungle pressure, you never want to facecheck a 
bush that you don’t have to and if you have enough vision to set up properly around the 
enemy jungle it opens your team up to a lot of options, whether that be ganking top or bot 
because they overextended pushing a wave or you see/know their jungler is on a camp 
and you want to try and kill him.  
 
    Sometimes the most valuable pressure you can have is just the element of surprise. 
Because Twisted Treeline doesn’t have wards and your only secondary source of vision 
are your trinkets and frost queen’s claim you can abuse the fog of war immensely to your 
advantage. For example let’s say you are playing bottom and you cleared most of a wave 
and you let the enemy laner see you walking up into the jungle. They are going to make 
the call that you are ganking top and will try and counter rotate, however you simply just 
stood out of the vision range and are still bottom and now your laner has rotated up and 
you have time to punish him by denying a wave and getting free turret damage. 
 
    If you have lost control of your jungle, in most cases you should just let the enemies 
take what they want without much of a fight. You have lost your positional advantage 
and they would probably win a fight if playing correctly, however if you see an opening 
to punish them in your jungle you should take advantage of that and try and either kill 
them or just get them low because that allows you to regain pressure and actually bully 
them out of their own jungle for the next few minutes.  
 



Communication 
 
    Communication is probably the single most important thing when it comes to 3v3. If 
there is one thing to focus on, this is going to be it. I am not saying that you need to be in 
voice with your team and be incredibly focused on calls but it really would help. Having 
good communication could be as easy as pinging when you see the junglers, pinging 
enemies are missing, pinging that you are on the way, timing things, etc. A team with 
good communication will do much better on average than a team full of people playing 
the game like solo-q. 
 
    You need to remember, 3v3 is an incredibly heavily team oriented game mode, It is not 
all about who has the best mechanics (they help) but it is more about which team plays 
better together and are able to capitalize on potential advantages as a team and can 
execute plays with good synergy. The key to being successful with this is having a 
dedicated in game leader, everyone assists in conversation and making calls but having a 
dedicated in game leader to make the calls for fights and rotations and overall general 
strategies makes your team play cleaner overall and help prevent miscommunications. 
 
    Being an in game leader is something that you can only learn and refine by playing the 
game more. I am personally an in game leader so for good reference you can watch my 
stream, in general you just want to be able to read the situations and the enemy team’s 
playstyle and make appropriate calls to organize your team in order to win the game. 
Sometimes even if you believe your in game leader is wrong it is better to just listen to 
their call instead of having half your team do something and you just walk away and they 
get double killed and you lose the game. Just explain after the game and hopefully they 
will improve their calls in the future. 
 
    Something that every player on the team should be doing is making calls and pinging 
what is happening, for example if the enemy jungler pops up bot while ganking your bot 
laner would call “Jungler is bot” and either you or someone else can ping the jungler. 
This applies with anything such as a missing ping or an on my way. As long as you are 
vocal with your team and everyone has enough information everyone will be able to play 
the map better and you will do better overall. You never want someone to die because 
you didn’t call out that you saw their top laner running down or their jungler rushing 
bot/top etc. 
 
    Initially you probably won’t be able to read the map as effectively as you would like to 
which will make communication rough, but it just takes playing the game more and 
overtime you will refine your shot calling and call outs making your teamplay cleaner 
overall and it will make beating much better mechanical players so much easier. It is 
much easier to refine your communication than it is to refine your mechanics and you do 
both at the same time making you a much better player throughout the process. 
 

Conclusion 
 
    Thank you all for reading through, I hope this helped and you can succeed out on the 
Treeline. On some final notes, just knowing all the information doesn’t make up for 



playing the game and getting the feel for it. Hopefully though with these things in the 
back of your head you can do much better overall as a result. 
 
    Not everything could be included while making this unfortunately, some things that 
you just need to learn overtime such as how all the champions work, general champion 
interactions and the things you can do with the champs, even general last hitting. Over 
time these things will become like second nature and the game will become a lot more 
enjoyable and you can focus more on having fun. 
 
    Once again, thank you so much for reading and I hope to see you out on the Treeline. :) 
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